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what is my job? 
 
 

what is the Glommunication? 
 
 

what can the Glommunication do for you? 
 
 

questions 
 
  

 





what is my job? 
 
  

 



Missing :  
homeland, family, 
friends, network, … 

Bureaucracy : 
immigration, taxes, 

social security, … 

Family : housing, 
school, healthcare, 

security, family 
satisfaction, …  

Languages 

Cultural  
differences 

Social life :  
making friends, 

develop network, … 

Finance :  
income, cost of living, 

banking & credit 
systems, … 

major expat’s  
issues 



importance of cultural differences  
is often underestimated 



US style is not universal 
 
 
 
 
 









December 2016 - UAE 





Tahrir shoe protest  
 
 
 
 



Georges W. Bush shoe attack in Iraq 
 
 
 



Nicolas Sarkosy in Morocco 
 
 
 
 



expatriates are highly qualified,  
well paid, and have important decision power  



risks are high when encountering another culture 



why did a major contract fail? 



fish is a symbol of abundance 



appetizer 
sharing 
 
 



cultural training is a profitable investment 
(high ROI)  



time 

understand / able to synchronize 



time 

welfare / satisfaction / happiness 

0 

honeymoon culture shock adjust competence mastery 

1 – 2 months 6 – 8 months 1 – 2 years 2 – 4 years 5 – 7 years 



boost communication skills & cultural adaptation 
 
 



what is the 
Glommunication? 



how many cultures  
in the world?  

? ? ? ? 
7,000? 



the complexity  
of cultural 

diversity does 
not allow to be  

prepared to face 
every possible 

situation 



culture differences frequently create 
misunderstandings, incomprehension, shocks  

and may drive to failures 
 
 
  
 



a global cross-cultural  
communication guideline now exists 

glommunication
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™



Glommunication  
helps overcoming  
cultural obstacles 



culture 
learning? 



basic culture is learned intuitively 
 
 



learning process 
at a young age 

how  
to 
wash 
your 
teeth  



education 
formats 
behaviour  

positive: rewarding 
 
negative: punishment 



you don’t have twice  
the chance to learn  

as a child 



culture = 
  

think / behave 
  

properly 



properly is different  
from one culture to another 



stick out one's tongue 



sign of respect in Tibet 
 
 



Asian educational proverb  

You have 

2 

2 

1 use them 
accordingly! 



moments of silence 

careful thinking before speaking 
 

silence is gold, prefer 
listening than speaking  
 
  



before 10, culture 
fundamentals are 
deeply engraved 
 
 



culture is mainly 
unconsciously 
driven and 
conducts most of 
human 
behaviours 
 



culture =  
soil that feeds your roots 

autopilot 
 

  
 



culture = brain operating system 



collective behaviour 



culture 
functionning? 



hundreds of  
interconnected 
& interactive  
elements  



visible 
conscious 
superficial 

invisible 
unconscious 
fundamentals 



eat & drink 







greetings :  
mind possible discordance 

 







reliable? / sufficient? / often superficial   

VISIBLE 
drink & eat, languages, 
etiquette, dress code, laws,  
music, art, architecture,…   



culture core 
 

what is (or not) fair, acceptable,  
desirable, important,… 

 

mainly implicit & hidden rules 
 

beliefs, values, social norms, rituals, …  
 



what is the opposite of death? 

life 

birth 



Winston 
Churchill 

 
 
 
 

in England, 
everything is 
allowed, except 
what is forbidden 

in Germany, 
everything is 
forbidden, except 
what is allowed 

in France, 
everything is 
allowed, including 
what is forbidden 



dark, difficult access 



by definition,  
human sciences are 

uncertain 
 
  
 



uncertainty 

 
  

 

accept uncertainties,  
but try to reduce them  

as much as possible 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 



glommunication 



synchronize 



cross-cultural 
communication 

  
 

uncertainty 

bridging 



danger of stereotypes 

everyone in Japan  
is indecisive 

all Americans are only 
interested in $  

Indians never  
deliver on time 



forget  
stereotypes 

 
adopt  

smartotypes 



stereotypes vs. smartotypes 

behaviour predictability 
 
objective 
 
 
 
usage 
 
 
 

low 
 
negative: denigrate, 
value judgment,... 
 
 
automatic, generalized,  
undifferentiated, 
mechanical 
 
 
 

high 
 
positive: highlight 
differences in order to 
synchronize 
 
smart, personalized, 
attentive to differences 
 
 
 



brain = dozens of locked lockers 



smartotype  
is a key to 

access to vital 
information 



several keys needed 



smartotypes, 
to predict 
behaviour  



time 



essential to gain face & never lose face  



where is the train station? 
 
 
 
 
 





crash Korean 8509 
22/12/1999 

 
  

 





Monochromic 
Mono tasking 

do one thing at a time 

Polychromic 
Multi tasking 

do several things at a time 
 

we do not function the same way 



hidden parts  cool, factual, decisive planner 

 

linear active 

 

warm, emotional, impulsive 

 
multi-active 

 

amiable, accommodating, 
compromiser, listener 

 

reactive 

 

3 behaviour profiles 



hidden parts  

rhythm body language 



hidden parts  totally secondary. No need to 
be friends to make business 

 

linear active 

 

very important   

multi-active 

 

no business at all if no 
sympathy & strong confidence 

 

reactive 

 

sympathy role in business 



proxemics 





bus stop in Scandinavia 
 
 
 
  
 
 







touch: strongly desired or rejected?  
 
 



more 
smartotypes 
to discover 

 



enriching 
changing by meeting other cultures 

 

Global 

contact with 
other cultures 

 

BIG model 

Basic 

culture of  
origin 

 

Individual 

individual 
differences  

 

be the same 
behaviour desired by 
community 
 

be different 
personality, style /  

everyone is unique,  
no robots 



cultural identity unites a  
community and generates  
specific collective behaviours 

always keep individual differences in mind   



a changing world 

fast 

massive 



westernization, rapid & massive ruptures 
with millennia traditions 



culture  
hypermarket  



globalization tends to make us 

Culturally Modified Organisms 



crossbreeding. We become hybrids, quite 
different from cultures of origin  



fast & substantial changes 

1957 

2017 

Basic 

Global Global 

Basic 



similar, easy  

mind hidden  
differences 

Global Global superficial 

fundamentals 

Global Global 

different, difficult Basic Basic 



we have growing similarities 
 

we remain fundamentally different 



Glommunication helps  
synchronizing to other cultures 



switch 



discover another culture  



you don’t have twice  
the chance to learn  

as a child 



discover another culture  



no need to be identical to communicate 



want to know more? 
full presentation in your company 



why? 

 
improve communication skills of your team 
 
impress your prospects & clients 
 
sales become more easy & more qualitative 



what can the 
Glommunication  

do for you? 
 

 
  
 



communicate  
better with  

European cultures 



from & to Europe 

bridging Europe to other continents 



fly over cultures 
discover cross-cultural communication    

understand how cultures 
influence behaviours 
 
uncover hidden culture rules 
  
boost cross-cultural 
communication skills 

1 



survive series 
survive to cultural shocks, in various parts of the world 

2 
Belgian cultures 
 
European cultures 
 
US cultures 
 
Asian cultures 
 
African cultures 
 
Middle East cultures 
 
 



negotiate & sell 
negotiate in various cultural contexts 

3 
be prepared for 
international negotiations 
 
avoid main cultural pitfalls 
 
obtain better results 
 



land in a culture 
get ready for immediate action 

4 
communicate better & 
quicker with a specific culture 
 
reduce risk to make costly 
mistakes 
 
feel quicker at ease with a 
different culture  
 



top manager company car 
  
 

acceptable? 
  
 China? 

  
 

Norway? 
  
 

Africa? 
  
 



key Norwegian values 

humility 

equality 

ecology 



a network of experienced businesspersons 

multicultural managers with expatriate experience,  
multilingual, and able to bridge cultures 



you offer a new & highly professional service 
 
you obtain additional income 
 
you increase client’s satisfaction 



Mission : cross-cultural training 
 
Help 40 Nokia engineers and employees of various nationalities to communicate better. Prepare 
them to the merge with Alcatel / Lucent, where French & US cultures are dominant. Help them to 
communicate better with colleagues and suppliers based in India. 
  

Caroline NELISSEN, HR Manager Belgium & Luxemburg 
“Marco is a highly appreciated trainer : he can capture the attention of the audience by his knowledge 
and his interpersonal capabilities. He really knows how to involve and engage his audience on the 
journey he is presenting.” 







your cross-cultural help button 

marco.hellemans@dynamite.be 
 

+ 32 496 34 34 02 


